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”My e-bike is freedom” (DS03)”The e-bike is my conveyance” 

(DG12)

Parking. Photo: DS06

Computer, Motor, 
battery, lockers. 
(Innovative) 
transportation of
goods. Photo: DS07

”in order to save on 
my old battery, I took
it inside” (DG06)

reliable



• ”Cycled with my e-bike along the water to work. Cold 
but nice! Less people walking there now, which makes 
it possible to cycle a bit faster.” (DS06)
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”Dark, cold, drizzling rain, blah!”

”To work – too cold and 
slippery to even think
cycle this day.” (DG03)

”So wunderful to be able to cycle
again. It has been so much snow so 
I’ve been going by car fo a couple
of months. It goes almost as quick
to cycle as taking the car, and I get 
som fresh air and movement before
work” (DG10)

”Cycling to work. It was rather windy. I get 
alert when I cycle and feel fresh afterwards. 
A good start of the day.” (DG10)

”A little bit 
of snow in 
the air 
after
lunch. But
very nice
cycling
weather” 
(DO01)

”Took a detour due to nice
weather on the way home. I 
do that often when it is nice
just because it is simple to 
cycle. You don’t get tired or 
sweaty” (DO01)

”Some snow has melted away, 
but dangerous with all the ice
laying underneath. Nice to avoid
crowded buses and subways –
good flow in the cycling but
slippery as said.” (DS09)

”Rain today again, why? It 
is not fun anymore. I just 
want to go home” (DG08)
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Certain combination of
materials, competences and 
meanings required to reach
”ideal state of personal 
transport” 

Does the current pandemic
form a potential tipping
point?
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